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a b s t r a c t

Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) has proven its capability to refold a variety of proteins using a
range of gel filtration column materials, demonstrated in the growing body of experimental evidence.
However, little effort has been allocated to the development of mechanistic models describing size-
exclusion chromatographic refolding reactors (SECRR). Mechanistic models are important since they
provide a link between process variables like denatured and reduced protein feed concentration (Cf,D&R),
flow rate, column length, etc., and performance indicators like refolding yield (YN), thereby opening
the possibility for in silico design of SECRRs. A critical step, in the formulation of such models, is the
selection of an adequate reaction mechanism, which provides the direct link between the separation
and the refolding yield. Therefore, in this work we present a methodology using a SEC refolding reactor
model, supported by a library of reaction mechanisms, to estimate a suitable reaction scheme using
experimental SEC refolding data. SEC refolding data is used since it provides information about the mass
distribution of monomers and aggregates after refolding, information not readily available from batch
dilution refolding data alone. Additionally, this work presents (1) a systematic analysis of the reaction
mechanisms considered using characteristic time analysis and Damköhler maps, revealing (a) the direct
effect of a given reaction mechanism on the shape of the SEC refolding chromatogram (number of peaks

and resolution) and (b) the effect that the competition between convection, refolding and aggregation
is likely to have on the SEC refolding yield; (2) a comparison between the SECR reactor and the batch
dilution refolding reactor based on mechanistic modeling, quantitatively showing the advantages of the
former over the latter; and (3) the successful application of the modeling based strategy to study the SEC
refolding data of an industrially relevant protein. In principle, the presented modeling strategy can be

olded
e ava
applied to any protein ref
activity measurements ar

. Introduction

Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) is a widely used chro-
atographic technique for the purification and characterization

f protein mixtures. As a characterization tool, SEC is used to
educe information about molecular weights or sizes of the var-

ous proteins purified, provided reasonable calibration standards
re used. For purification, SEC is commonly applied as a desalting
nd/or buffer exchange step, and throughout the years, this appli-

ation has been used for the purpose of protein refolding. Protein
efolding using SEC was first reported in the early nineties in the
ork of Werner et al., and subsequently followed by other groups

1–3]. Basically, the procedure of SEC refolding works as follows.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +31 15 278 2151; fax: +31 15 278 2355.
E-mail address: m.ottens@tudelft.nl (M. Ottens).

1 Current address: Synthon, Nijmegen, The Netherlands.

021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.chroma.2010.10.038
using any gel filtration material, providing the proper mass balances and
ilable.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

A feed pulse, composed of denaturant, reducing agent, and dena-
tured and reduced (D&R) protein is injected to the SEC column,
pre-equilibrated with refolding buffer. As a consequence of the
differences in distribution coefficient, the concentration waves of
denaturant, reducing agent and the denatured and reduced pro-
tein, separate as they migrate through the column. This separation,
leads to a decrease on the local concentration of the denaturant and
reducing agent around the protein, inducing protein refolding.

Size-exclusion refolding studies have been conducted using a
variety of model proteins and a range of gel filtration materials. The
majority of these studies have been summarized in several review
papers [4–6]. Despite the abundance of size-exclusion refolding
data, at this time little effort has been allocated to modeling this

type of chromatographic refolding reactors. Probably SEC refold-
ing was first modeled in the work presented by Endo et al. [7].
This work used an equilibrium reaction mechanism and the plate
model to analyze SEC protein denaturation data. The reaction
mechanism coupled to the column model, did not consider protein

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2010.10.038
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219673
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chroma
mailto:m.ottens@tudelft.nl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2010.10.038
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ggregation and it was constituted by equilibrium reactions. An
nteresting aspect of the work presented by Endo was the coupling
f the denaturant concentration to the refolding kinetics, using a
athematical relation adopted from the work done by Creighton

n electrophoretic analysis of protein denaturation with urea [8].
hese equations have been also applied to study the renaturation
f Thioredoxin in SEC [9]. More recently, Ding et al studied the
ffect of axial dispersion on SEC refolding [10], modeling the SEC
efolding reactor as a dispersive plug-flow reactor, omitting mass
ransfer and incorporating the refolding mechanism as a first-order
efolding, competing with a third-order aggregation.

Modeling allows the development of a quantitative relation
etween the process indicators (e.g., refolding yield, resolution,
tc.) and the operational variables (e.g. flow rate, denatured and
educed protein feed concentration, etc.). To properly link the
erformance indicators with the process variables, the different
echanisms involved should be accounted for by the model. In

he case of size-exclusion chromatographic refolding (SECR), these
echanisms include: convection, axial dispersion, mass transfer

nd the competition between refolding and aggregation. The funda-
ental challenge, when it comes to the formulation of such a model,

s the selection of an adequate reaction scheme that properly cap-
ures the competition between refolding and protein aggregation.
uch reaction scheme is of paramount importance, as it provides
he link between the separation and the refolding yield of the SEC
efolding reactor.

Up to this point, there seems to be no reaction scheme that can
escribe the competition between refolding and aggregation for all
roteins. On the contrary, most likely the reaction scheme depends
n the type of protein and on the chemical composition of the pro-
ein solution. A situation that exemplifies the difficulty of finding a
nified scheme is the case of lysozyme. On one side, Hevehan et al.
11] showed that the increase of the native lysozyme concentra-
ion with time, during batch dilution refolding, is best described by
first-order refolding competing with a third-order aggregation.

n contrast, Buswell and Middelberg [12] showed that such mech-
nism was not adequate to describe their fed-batch refolding data
f lysozyme, as a consequence a new mechanism was proposed.
trictly speaking, to decipher a fundamental reaction mechanism,
he transient concentration changes of the products, reactants and
ny measurable intermediate, have to be measured. In the case
f protein refolding from inclusion bodies, this endeavor seems
mpractical. Most likely for that reason, the common approach to
etermine kinetic constants is to follow the transient profile of the
ative protein, during batch dilution refolding, and thereafter fit
kinetic mechanism to it [11,13]. A shortcoming of this approach

hough, is that it omits the formation of other by-products (i.e.,
ggregates, misfolded species), as it only considers the native pro-
ein, limiting therefore its capability to represent the real system.

This work presents a novel modeling approach to obtain a suit-
ble reaction scheme, which captures the competition between
olding and aggregation, using SEC refolding data. The modeling
pproach is presented as a rational strategy, supported by a library
f reaction schemes and a modeling tool, both developed and pre-
ented in this work. The modeling tool is constituted by a column
odel to describe the separation behavior, and a reaction scheme to

ouple the separation to the refolding yield. SEC refolding data, par-
icularly the chromatogram, is used since it provides information
bout the amount and type of by-products formed, extracted using
ctivity assays and mass balances. Together, the rational strategy,
he library of reaction schemes, and the modeling tool, give the

bility to discern between reaction schemes, on a quantitative and
ualitative basis and to choose the scheme that describes the elu-
ion chromatogram best. Our results show (1) the capability of the

odeling tool to describe complex SEC refolding chromatograms,
2) the effect that reactor topography has on the refolding yield,
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737

exemplified by a comparison between batch and SEC refolding sim-
ulations, and (3) the application of the methodology to study the
SEC refolding of an industrially relevant protein. In principle, the
presented methodology can be applied to study the SEC refolding
data of any protein using any gel filtration material, providing that
proper mass balances and activity data are available.

2. Theory and modeling

2.1. Column model

The packed bed column was modeled using the equilibrium-
transport-dispersive model of chromatography, in combination
with the solid-film linear driving force kinetic equation [14–16].
This model is described by the two differential mass balances pre-
sented in Eqs. (1) and (2).

∂Cb,i
∂t

= DL,i
∂2Cb,i
∂x2

− u∂Cb,i
∂x

− Pkov,i(CEqS,i − CS,i) + rb,i (1)

∂CS,i
∂t

= kov,i(CEqS,i − CS,i) + rS,i (2)

where t represents time, x represent the axial distance, DL,i is the
axial dispersion coefficient, u is the interstitial velocity, P is the
phase ratio, Cb,i is the bulk liquid phase concentration and CS,i is
the solid phase concentration. CEqS,i is the solid phase concentra-
tion in equilibrium with the bulk concentration Cb,i, as given by
the isotherm equation. rb,i and rs,i represent the net concentration
change due to reaction, for the bulk and solid phases, respectively.
These two terms will be hereinafter called source terms and they
will depend on the reaction mechanism chosen. To solve the two
column equations, the following initial and boundary conditions
(Danckwerts boundary conditions [15]) are required:

x = 0
∂Cb,i
∂x

= u

DL,i
(Cb,i − Cf,i(t)) (3a)

x = LC
∂Cb,i
∂x

= 0 (3b)

t = 0 Cb,i(0,0< x < LC) = 0 (3c)

t = 0 CS,i(0,0< x < LC) = 0 (3d)

where LC represent the column length. The operation of the col-
umn, unless otherwise specified, was modeled as a loading-elution
operation, which is represented as follows:

Cf,i(t) = 0 for tpulse < t (4a)

Cf,i(t) = Cfeed,i for t < tpulse (4b)

where tpulse is the feed duration, determined by the volume and
flow rate of injection. Cfeed,i is the feed concentration for component
i. Cf,i(t) is the concentration of component i just before entering
the column. Eqs. (4a) and (4b) represent the elution and loading,
respectively.

Eqs. (1)–(4) are solved for each component present in the feed
or formed during a given reaction. The partial differential equations
were solved using the method of lines (MOL) [17]. The second and
first order derivatives, with respect to space, were discretized using
fourth-order finite difference equations, transforming the PDE into
a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). This system, in
vector and matrix form, is presented in Eqs. (5a) and (5b).
dcb
dt

= A · cb − Pkov(c∗
s − cs) + b + rb (5a)

dcs
dt

= kov(c∗
s − cs) + rs (5b)
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Table 1
Model parameters and correlations.

Mass transfer parameters Notation Name of the
correlation

Reference

Free diffusivities Df, Proteins Young [21,22]
Df, Urea Wilke–Chang

Pore diffusivity D Satterfield [19]
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Film mass transfer coefficient kf Wilson–Geankoplis [23]
Overall mass transfer coefficient kov Glueckauf [24]
Axial Péclet PeL Chung–Wen [25]

here is cb is the N × 1 vector of bulk concentrations, A is an N × N
atrix, P is the phase ratio, cs is the N × 1 vector of solid phase

oncentrations, b is the N × 1 boundary vector and c∗
S is the N × 1

ector of equilibrium concentrations. rb and rs are the N × 1 source
ectors.

The total number of equations to be solved is equal to N × 2 × nc,
eing N the number of grid-points in which the axial direction is
iscretized, 2 stands for the two state variables (i.e., bulk and solid
hase concentrations) and nc is the number of components consid-
red. These equations were numerically integrated using the stiff
olver ode15s of MATLAB R2007b.

.2. Model parameters and correlations

Mass transfer parameters include free diffusivities and effective
iffusivities, among others. These parameters are ultimately used to
alculate the overall mass transfer coefficient. All these parameters
an be estimated using well-established correlations (Table 1). The
orrelations used have successfully been applied for the modeling
f size-exclusion band profiles [18–20], supporting their use in this
ork.

The axial dispersion coefficient was calculated using the axial
éclet number as follows:

L = uLc
PeL

(6)

.3. Gel filtration media

Superdex 75 and the Sephacryl S-100 are gel filtration materials
idely used in industry and academia for standard protein purifi-

ations. In addition, these gel filtration materials have been widely
sed for on-column size-exclusion refolding studies [26–30]. The
haracteristics of these gel filtration materials are presented in
able 2.

.4. Distribution coefficient

In size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), solutes are separated
n the basis of the different fractions of the pore volume that, for
teric reasons, are available for solutes of different sizes [32,33]. In
ther words, smaller molecules have greater access to the pores and

arger molecules have less. Hence, the distribution coefficient in SEC
s a function of the dimensions of both, the solute and the pores.
trictly speaking, in SEC the distribution coefficient represents the
raction of the intraparticle void volume accessible to a molecule
f certain size. Herein the distribution coefficient is referred to as

able 2
roperties of the gel filtration media.

Gel filtration material Fractionation range (Da) adpore (nm) bdp (�m)

Superdex 75 3000–70 000 6.00 13
Sephacryl S-100 1000–100 000 6.60 47

a Ref. [31].
b Ref. [32].
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737 7725

the average distribution coefficient Kav. The average distribution
coefficient was determined using the extended Ogston model (Eq.
(7)). Originally introduced by Ogston [34], this model considers
the gel filtration material as an arrangement of randomly oriented,
infinitely thin and long fibers, and the solutes as rigid spheres. The
model was years after modified by Bosma and Wesselingh [35], to
account for the fraction of fibers and for a finite fiber thickness,
which are parameters that depend on the gel filtration material.
These modifications gave birth to the so-called extended-Ogston
model presented in Eq. (7).

Kavi = exp

(
− ln

(
1

1 − �f

)(
1 + ri

rf

)2
)

(7)

where Kav and ri represent the average distribution coefficient and
the hydrodynamic radius of the solute, respectively. �f represent
the volume fraction of the fibers and rf the fiber radius. The solute
radius (ri) was calculated, assuming an spherical shape using Eq.
(8) [33,36].

ri = 0.81 × 10−10(MW1/3) (8)

where MW is the molecular weight of the protein.

2.5. Reaction mechanisms

Protein refolding is a process in which the formation of the
native product (i.e., correctly folded protein), competes against the
formation of misfolded species and the formation of aggregates.
Accordingly, the refolding yield is a function of the competition of
these reaction rates. Of the two competing side reactions, aggrega-
tion affects the refolding yield the most. Probably for this reason,
most research has been targeted towards preventing it [37,38].

In terms of reactions rates, the rate of refolding has been
described as a first order reaction rate, because it is considered to
be a uni-molecular reaction. In contrast, protein aggregation is a
multimolecular reaction [39] and therefore its reaction rate is a
function of the protein concentration prone to aggregate, to some
power higher than 1.

The competition between folding and aggregation was probably
first presented in the work of Kiefhaber et al. [40], who described
the refolding rate as a first order reaction rate and the aggre-
gation rate as a second-order reaction. This mechanism gained
popularity throughout the years and it has been applied, with
slight modifications, in the study of lysozyme refolding by both
batch [11,13,41] and fed-batch [42]. Buswell and Middelberg [12]
reported that this simplified model was not suitable to represent
their lysozyme refolding experiments on a fed-batch system. As a
result, the authors proposed an alternative mechanism to describe
the competition between aggregation and folding. Following the
work of Speed et al. [43], Buswell et al. represented the aggregation
process by a condensation mechanism. The modification improved
the model prediction, especially with respect to the transient aggre-
gation profile measured by dynamic light-scattering. The previous
mechanisms have been mainly used to study batch refolding and
fed-batch refolding, but they have not yet being applied to analyze
SEC refolding data.

This work presents and compares three different reaction mech-
anisms, which describe the competition between folding and
aggregation. These mechanisms include: (1) first order refolding
competing against a higher-order aggregation, as this is a popular
representation, (2) first-order refolding competing against aggre-

gation via sequential polymerization, and (3) first-order refolding
competing against aggregation via cluster–cluster polymerization.
The effect of the competition between refolding and aggregation,
on the SEC chromatogram and the SEC refolding yield, was system-
atically studied using Damköhler maps.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the reaction mechanism 2. Aggregation occurs

net

rAi = dCAi
dt

∣∣∣∣
net

= �i+1 − �i+2 = kasCICAi−1
− kasCICAi (10d)

Table 4
Reactions and reaction rates of mechanism 2.
ig. 1. Schematic representation of the reaction mechanism 1. U: unfolded pro-
ein, N: native protein, I: on-pathway intermediate. k1 and k2, are the kinetic
onstants of the first order reactions (s−1). k3 is the rate constant of aggregation
l(p−1) mmol(1−p) s−1) and p is the reaction order.

.5.1. Mechanism 1: first-order refolding and higher-order
ggregation

As previously mentioned this mechanism was introduced by
iefhaber et al. [40] and for the sake of further discussion we
ill describe it herein. This mechanism considers four species: the
nfolded protein (U), one on-pathway intermediate (I), the native
rotein (N) and the aggregated protein (An). The model assumes: (1)
he transition from unfolded (U) to intermediate (I) occurs instanta-
eously, meaning that the rate constant is considered to approach

nfinity (i.e., k1 → ∞), (2) the reaction rate of folding (i.e., the rate
rom I to N) is considered as a first-order reaction rate with respect
o the concentration of I, (3) the rate of aggregation is considered of
he order p with respect to the concentration of I, and (4) the inter-

ediate reacts stoichiometrically to form an aggregate of class n (n
oles of I form one mol of An). Fig. 1 presents the schematic depic-

ion of this mechanism and Table 3 presents the different reactions
nd their corresponding reaction rates.

Using the equations presented in Table 3, the net concentration
hange of the product and reactants, as a function of the reaction
ates and thereby time can be derived. In addition, by substituting
he corresponding rate law, the net concentration change becomes
function of the active concentration of the intermediate (I) and

he reaction rate constants. The net concentration change due to
eaction, for the intermediate, the native and the aggregate is given
y Eqs. (9a)–(9c).

I = dCI

dt

∣∣∣
net

= −�2 − n�3 = −k2CI − nk3CI
P (9a)

N = dCN

dt

∣∣∣
net

= �2 = k2CI (9b)

An = dCAn

dt

∣∣∣∣
net

= �3 = k3CI
P (9c)

here �2 is the folding reaction rate, �3 is the aggregation reac-
ion rate, k2 is the folding rate constant and k3 is the aggregation
ate constant. p and n are the aggregation order and aggregation
umber, respectively.

.5.2. Mechanism 2: first-order refolding and aggregation by
equential polymerization

Compared to the previous mechanism, this one considers the
ggregation to be the result of a polymerization reaction. This

s a more accurate representation of protein aggregation from

mechanistic point of view, compared to the previous descrip-
ion. Aggregation of proteins via this mechanism was probably
rst reported in the work of Oosawa et al. [44], who studied the

able 3
eactions and reaction rates for mechanism 1.

Reaction Reaction rate Rate law

I
�2−→N �2 = − 1

1
dCI
dt

= 1
1
dCN
dt

�2 = k2CI

nI
�3−→An �3 = − 1

n
dCI
dt

= 1
1
dCAn
dt

�3 = k3C
p
I

via sequential polymerization. U: unfolded state, I: intermediate state, A2. . .nmer:
aggregates class 2 to nmer, N: native state. k1 and k2, are the kinetic constants of
the first order reactions (s−1). kas is the association constant (l mmol−1 s−1).

aggregation of G-actin protein and concluded that the aggrega-
tion resembled a condensation process (i.e., a subsequent monomer
addition process). Ever since, the mathematical description of this
mechanism has been further improved and used to study the aggre-
gation of several proteins, e.g., sickle cell hemoglobin, actin and P22
tailspike [43,45,46].

Fig. 2 presents the schematic representation of mechanism 2,
showing how the aggregation is driven by the active concentration
of I. The scheme includes formation and depletion of multimers,
of different class sizes, based on the addition of molecules of I.
Such considerations will lead to the set of irreversible reactions
and reaction rates presented in Table 4.

In essence, this aggregation mechanism has an infinite set of
coupled ordinary differential equations, and as a consequence
an infinite number of reaction kinetic constants. Therefore, key
assumptions needed to be made in order to solve it. (1) It is assumed
that all reactions of the aggregation pathway are irreversible, (2)
that the pathway will terminate at an aggregate of class size nmer,
and (3) that all reactions can be described by one kinetic constant
(i.e., kas) [43]. The net concentration change of the products and
reactants for this mechanism is given by Eqs. (10a)–(10e).

rI = dCI

dt

∣∣∣
net

= −�2 − 2�3 − · · · − �i − · · · − �nmer

= − k2CI − 2kasCI
2 − kasCI

nmer∑
j=2

CJ (10a)

rN = dCN

dt

∣∣∣
net

= �2 = k2CI (10b)

rA2
= dCA2

dt

∣∣∣∣ = �3 − �4 = kasCICI − kasCICA2
(10c)
Reaction Reaction rate Rate law

I
�2−→N �2 = − 1

1
dCI
dt

= 1
1
dCN
dt

�2 = k2CI

I + I
�3−→A2 �3 = − 1

2
dCI
dt

= 1
1

dCA2
dt

�3 = kasCICI

I + A2
�4−→A3 �4 = − 1

1
dCI
dt

= − 1
1

dCA2
dt

= 1
1

dCA3
dt

�4 = kasCICA2

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

I + Ai−1
�i−→Ai �i = − 1

1
dCI
dt

= − 1
1

dCAi−1
dt

= 1
1

dCAi
dt

�i = kasCICAi−1

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

I + Anmer−1
�nmer−→ Anmer �nmer = − 1

1
dCI
dt

= − 1
1

dCAnmer−1
dt

=
1
1
dCAnmer
dt

�nmer = kasCICAnmer−1
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Anmer = dCAnmer
dt

∣∣∣∣
net

= �nmer = kasCICAnmer−1
(10e)

here�2 is the folding reaction rate,�i is the reaction rate of reac-
ion i, k2 is the folding rate constant and kas is the association rate
onstant.

.5.3. Mechanism 3: first-order refolding and aggregation via
luster–cluster polymerization

Aggregation studies of glutamate dehydrogenase resulted in the
ntroduction, by Thusius et al. [47], of the random association mech-
nism. This mechanism proposes that two monomeric or polymeric
nits, of any size, can associate to form a larger polymer. During the
ork of Speed et al. [43] this mechanism was simplified, by assum-

ng, instead of reversible associations irreversible ones, reducing
he number of kinetic parameters. In addition, the mechanism
as given the name of cluster–cluster mechanism. An interesting

eature of this mechanism, is that the polymerization (i.e. aggre-
ation) is not exclusively regulated by the active concentration of
he on-pathway intermediate (I), distinguishing it from the sequen-
ial polymerization. In principle, the cluster–cluster polymerization

odel accounts for the formation and depletion of a multimer
y both, monomer–multimer interactions and multimer–multimer

nteractions. To simplify this system, all the aggregation rates are
ssumed to have the same rate constant (kas). Eqs. (11a)–(11c)
resent the net concentration change due to reaction for the inter-
ediate (I), the native protein (N), and the different aggregates

ormed. Eq. (11c) applies for i equal to an even number. In the case
f i being an odd number, the index of the first summation in the
ight hand side of Eq. (11c) changes to (i − 1)/2.

I = dCI

dt

∣∣∣
net

= −k2CI − 2kasCI
2 − kasCI

nmer∑
j=2

CAj (11a)

N = dCN

dt

∣∣∣
net

= k2CN (11b)

Ai = dCAi
dt

∣∣∣∣
net

= kas

i/2∑
j=1

CAj CAi−j − kasCAi CAi − kasCAi

nmer∑
j=1

CAj (11c)

.6. Rational strategy to select a reaction mechanism

The step preceding the determination of the kinetic constants
s the selection of a suitable reaction mechanism. This is because
he mechanism defines the number of reactions, the rate expres-
ions and thus the number of kinetic constants. Once coupled to
he column model (Eqs. (1) and (2)), the mechanism provides the
ink between separation and refolding yield. It is thus evident the
mpact that the selection step has on the proper modeling of the
ize-exclusion refolding reactor, as this selection step defines the
eaction mechanism. To deal with this challenge, this work presents
rational strategy to select a suitable reaction mechanism, based on
uantitative and qualitative criteria derived from the SEC refolding
ata. The strategy is presented in Fig. 3. The approach presented

s divided in 4 major sections: data generation, data processing,
ystematic analysis and output.

The ‘Data generation’ phase deals with all the experimental
easurements. These include: column calibration and character-

zation, SEC refolding experiments and the offline analysis (e.g.,
rotein determination, activity measurements). ‘Data processing’
nvolves: (1) mass balances to determine the refolding yield,
he fraction monomers (active and non-active) and the fraction
f aggregates, (2) determination from the SEC refolding chro-
atogram, of the elution volume and the number of species that

he mechanism needs to account for, (3) estimation of the average
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737 7727

distribution coefficient (Kav) of the various species, and (4) pre-
selection, from the library of mechanisms, of the plausible reaction
schemes that will be taken to the ‘Systematic analysis’ phase. The
latter step is based on the qualitative information derived from
the SEC chromatogram, thus is highly likely than more than one
mechanism is selected.

At the stage ‘Systematic analysis’ simulations using the SECR
model are conducted. The first aim is to reduce the number of
the mechanisms selected in the ‘Data processing’ phase. This is
done using Damköhler maps, which are generated for each mech-
anism. The maps provide a diversity of simulated chromatograms,
obtained under different competitive scenarios. The simulated
chromatograms are compared, on a qualitative basis, to the exper-
imental SEC refolding chromatogram. This comparison is done
by looking at how well a selected mechanism reproduces the
peak shapes and the resolution displayed by the experimental
SEC refolding chromatogram. Such comparison is supported by
the fact that peak splitting, merging, fronting and tailing in SEC,
are strongly affected by the reaction mechanism and the type of
reactions included, whether irreversible or equilibrium [18].

Once the number of mechanisms has been reduced using the
previous analysis, the promising ones are taken to the quantitative
selection phase. The quantitative selection phase is based on a non-
linear optimization, which employs as objective function the sum
of squared errors (SSE), calculated using the model SEC refolding
chromatogram and the experimental chromatogram. The mecha-
nism yielding the minimum SSE is then selected to assemble the
function describing the SEC refolding reactor. Lastly, the ‘Output’
phase returns (1) the set of kinetic parameters, as they are the fit-
ting parameters used in the optimization, (2) the suitable reaction
scheme and (3) the yield function, relating the refolding yield with
the operational variables of the size-exclusion refolding reactor.

2.7. Systematic analysis of the reaction mechanisms

Proteins often undergo unwanted aggregation or conforma-
tional changes during standard chromatography. Such reactions
often lead to the formation of new species resulting in additional
peaks, merging of peaks or oddly shaped peaks. Perhaps as early as
the nineties, modeling tools had already proven their usefulness
in the study of complex reaction–separations systems, particu-
larly for chromatographic fractionations [48–50]. A good example
of such studies was presented by Whitley et al. [49]. Their work
analyzed and described, using the general rate model coupled to a
reaction mechanism, the breakthrough curves of myoglobin dur-
ing an immobilized metal affinity run and the elution profile of the
fractionation of �-lactoglobulin on a weak hydrophobic resin [49].
Their work showed that dimensionless groups are a good predic-
tor of peak resolution and peak shape. Dimensionless groups are
defined as the ratio of the characteristic times of two mechanisms.
Accordingly, they give information about the relative rates of dif-
ferent processes (e.g., convection vs. axial-dispersion, convection
vs. reaction, etc.). These relative rates are important to understand
reaction–separation systems.

In contrast to standard purifications, in on-column refolding
the conversion of the injected denatured and reduced protein is
desired. Thus, the shape and number of peaks of the chromatogram
are the result of a reaction (e.g., folding, aggregation) occurring
in conjunction with the separation (convection and mass trans-
fer). Since all these processes occur concomitantly, it is important
to assess the effect that their competition has on the SEC chro-

matogram. To systematically study the effect of this competition,
Damköhler maps are used. Damköhler maps have been shown to
successfully explain the elution behavior (peak shape, peak merg-
ing, peak tailing, peak fronting) in SEC with a dimerization [18],
here this tool is applied to study SEC refolding. Damköhler num-
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Fig. 3. Strategy to determine a suitable competitive reaction scheme, captur

ers compare the characteristic time of reaction, that is refolding
nd aggregation, against the characteristic time of convection. A
amköhler greater than 1 means that the reaction is faster than the
onvection, whereas a Damköhler number less than 1 indicates that
onvection is faster than the reaction. The mechanisms 1–3 (Sec-
ion 2.5) can be represented by two Damköhler numbers namely
aI and DaII, presented in Table 5. DaI compares the characteristic

imes of folding (�fold) and convection (�conv), and DaII compares
he characteristic times of aggregation (�agg) and convection.

.8. Performance criteria

.8.1. Refolding yield
Refolding yield is defined as the amount of native product

ormed per amount of denatured and reduced protein loaded.

N,SECR,model = (VinjCf,D&R)−1

V2∫
V1

CN,mod(V)dV (12a)

N,SECR,exp =MN(Cf,D&RVinj)
−1 (12b)

N,Batch,model = CN,model

Cf,D&R
(12c)

here YN,SECR,model represent the modeled size-exclusion refolding
ield and YN,SECR,exp represent the experimental refolding yield. MN
s the mass of native protein. Cf,D&R is the feed concentration of

enatured and reduced (D&R) protein. In the case of batch refolding
his concentration represents the total protein concentration after
ilution. CN,mod(V) is the modeled native concentration profile. Vinj
epresent the injection size to the column. YN,Batch,model represent
he modeled refolding yield of a batch reactor.

able 5
amköhler numbers of folding (DaI) and aggregation (DaII), for each reaction
echanism.

Mechanism DaI DaII

Mechanism 1 k2Lc
u

LCk3(Cf,D&R)(p−1)

u

Mechanism 2 k2Lc
u

LCkasCf,D&R
u

Mechanism 3 k2Lc
u

LCkasCf,D&R
u

e competition between refolding and aggregation, using SEC refolding data.

3. Material and methods

3.1. Materials

The model protein used in this study was a fusion protein (FP)
that has 127 amino acids, three disulfide bonds, no free cysteines
and a theoretical isoelectric point of 7.64 (based on its primary
sequence). The protein was obtained in the form of inclusion bodies
and was provided by Schering-Plough (Oss, The Netherlands)

All chemicals used were at least reagent grade purity or
higher. Urea and DL-Dithiothreitol (DTT) were purchased
from Sigma–Aldrich (Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands). Sodium
hydrogen carbonate, sodium hydroxide, sodium chloride,
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane were purchased from JT.
Baker (Mallinckrodt, Deventer, The Netherlands). Acetone,
ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), and Hydrochloric acid
were purchased from Merck (Schiphol-Rijk, The Netherlands).
All solutions were prepared using water purified by a Milli-Q
Ultrapure Water Purification System from Millipore (Amsterdam,
The Netherlands), and were vacuum filtered through a 0.22 �m
pore size membrane filter from Pall (Portsmouth, Hampshire,
United Kingdom).

All chromatographic separations, and on-column refolding
experiments, were performed on an ÄKTA explorer 10 equipped
with the UNICORN software version 5.01 from GE Healthcare (Upp-
sala, Sweden). Two pre-packed columns were used, a Sephacryl
S-100 HR HiPrep 16/60 column (1CV = 120.6 ml, i.d. 1.6 cm, LC
60 cm) and a Superdex 75 10/300 (1CV = 23.56 ml, i.d. 1.0 cm, LC
30 cm).

3.2. Protein quantification

The concentration of soluble protein was estimated using the
BCA protein assay, purchased from Fisher Scientific (Landsmeer,
The Netherlands). Bovine serum albumin was used as the reference
to build the calibration line.
3.3. Quantification of the native protein

The refolded fusion protein was digested using trypsin to obtain
the mature monomer. The digestion was done using an enzyme
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o substrate ratio, of 1:300 (mg:mg) [51,52]. The samples were
ncubated for 30 min and 25 ◦C using a thermomixer comfort
rom Eppendorf (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The reaction was
uenched by diluting the samples using a 100 mM HCL solution.
he concentration of active protein was determined using RPHPLC
nd a calibration line constructed using human insulin as standard
53].

.4. Inclusion bodies solubilization

The inclusion bodies were solubilized in the solubilization buffer
4 M Urea/25 mM DTT/10 mM NaHCO3/0.1 mM EDTA; pH 10.5) [54].
olutions of various protein concentrations were prepared by dilut-
ng the protein stock solution with solubilization buffer.

.5. Size-exclusion refolding

Size-exclusion refolding was done using the Sephacryl S-100 HR
iPrep 16/60 column. The column was equilibrated, prior to the

njection of the protein pulse, using a mobile phase composition
f 50 mM Tris/10 mM NaHCO3/0.1 mM EDTA, pH 10.10. After equi-
ibration, a pulse of the denatured and reduced protein of 1.2 ml

as injected to the column. The protein concentration in the feed
ulse was varied in the range 2.0–5.0 mg/ml. The flow rate for all
EC refolding experiments was fixed at 1 ml min−1.

.6. Column calibration and characterization

The Sephacryl S-100 HR HiPrep 16/60 column was calibrated
sing the following set of protein standards: Aprotinin (6500),
ibonuclease A (13 700), Carbonic Anhydrase (29 000), Ovalbumin
43 000), Conalbumin (75 000). The Superdex 75 10/300 column
as calibrated using Aprotinin, Ribonuclease A, Carbonic Anhy-
rase and Conalbumin.

The column porosities were determined by pulse experiments
ith blue dextran to establish the inter-particle porosity (εb) and
ith acetone to determine the total porosity (εt).

.7. Generation of the Damköhler maps

The systematic analysis was conducted for different scenarios
enerated varying DaI on the range of 0.1–100 and DaII on the range
f 1.0–200. The simulations were done using the Sephacryl S100
.6/60 column, a feed concentration of the denatured and reduced
Cf,D&R) protein of 1.0 mg/ml, an injection volume of 1 ml and a flow
ate of 1.0 ml min−1. Lysozyme was used as model protein, with a
olecular weight as a monomer of 14 700 g/mol. Fixing the col-

mn geometry, the gel filtration material and the flow rate, fixes
he partition behavior of the various components. Accordingly, the
hanges on the SEC chromatogram are solely due to the competition
etween folding, aggregation and convection.

.8. Size-exclusion distribution coefficient

The experimental SEC distribution coefficient (Kav) was calcu-
ated using the following equation:

av = Ve − V0

Vt − V0
(13)

here Ve is the elution volume, V0 is the interparticle void vol-

me and Vt is the total void volume. The interparticle void volume
as determined from pulse experiments using blue dextran, and

he total void volume was determined using acetone. These vol-
mes were corrected by subtracting the contributions of the system
olumes (i.e., tubing, valves, etc.).
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737 7729

3.9. Optimization and parameter estimation

The parameters of the selected kinetic model were determined
by minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE) using the MATLAB
function fmincon. The SSE was set as the objective function and the
experimental refolding yield was set as the nonlinear constraint
for the optimization. The latter was defined as a nonlinear equality
constraint. The objective function is presented in Eq. (14) and the
yield constraint is presented in Eq. (15).

min
x

SSE(x) =
nt∑
i=1

(Cexpi − Cmodi (x, t))
2 (14)

where x is the vector of kinetic constants, Cexp is the experimental
concentration vector, Cmod is the simulated vector of concentration
and nt is the total number of elements of the vectors.

YN,mod(x) − YN,exp = 0 (15)

where YN,mod(x) and YN,exp represent the modeled and experimen-
tal refolding yield, respectively.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Distribution coefficient

The extended Ogston model (Eq. (7)) is a mechanistic model that
relates the distribution coefficient, on SEC, to the solute dimensions.
The distribution coefficient is an important parameter, as it influ-
ences the elution time of a solute. The extended Ogston model is a
useful tool to model SEC refolding, since it allows for the estima-
tion of the solute dimensions, that later can be used to estimate
various mass transfer parameters (Table 1), from the experimen-
tally determined distribution coefficient. But before using it, the
model needs to be calibrated. Fig. 4 presents the calibration results,
obtained for the gel filtration materials Superdex 75 and Sephacryl
S100. The model parameters, fiber fraction and fiber radius, are
presented in the inset of Fig. 4. The data presented shows that
the model is well suitable to predict the behavior of the distribu-
tion coefficient. Compared to an empirical model, such as the one
described by Eq. (16), the extended Ogston model limits the pre-
dictions to reasonable values. By reasonable it is meant Kav > 0. This
is not the case for the empirical model which may yield a Kav < 0
(Fig. 4B), specially for large molecules. Fig. 4B presents a comparison
between the predicted distribution coefficients and the experimen-
tally measured ones. The distribution coefficients were estimated
with the extended Ogston model (�) and the empirical model (�).
The data show that (1) the extended Ogston model predicts reason-
ably well the experimental distribution coefficient within the range
0 < Kav < 0.6, and (2) the linear model (Eq. (16)) lead to a Kav < 0 as
the solute size increases. It is interesting to point out that neither
model is capable to predict the distribution coefficient of Aprotinin
(Apr) on the Sephacryl S100 material. One plausible explanation
for this discrepancy might be that the shape of Aprotinin cannot
be represented by a spherical shape, as it was done using Eq. (8)
for the other protein standards, whose distribution coefficient was
accurately predicted.

Kav = s log(MW) + b (16)

4.2. Column model validation
The size-exclusion refolding chromatogram has contributions
of (1) the separation (i.e. mass transport and transfer) and (2) the
reaction (i.e., refolding and aggregation). Accordingly, before any
kinetic information can be derived, the contribution of the separa-
tion to the chromatogram must be accurately predicted. The ability
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Fig. 4. (A) Average distribution coefficient experimental and model predictions.
Solid line: distribution coefficient, predicted by Eq. (7), for the Sephacryl S100 16/600
column. (�) Experimental distribution coefficient, determined with the Sephacryl
S100 16/600 column and Eq. (13). Dashed-line: distribution coefficient, predicted by
Eq. (7) for the Superdex 75 10/300 column. (�) Experimental distribution coefficient,
determined with the Superdex 75 10/300 column. (B) Distribution coefficient parity
plot for the Sephacryl S100 16/600 column. (�) Extended Ogston model. (�) Eq. (16).
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the two reactions. A � > 1 indicates that aggregation is slower
than folding,� < 1 indicates that aggregation is faster than folding,
and � = 1 indicates that both processes have equal characteristic
times. The chromatograms presented on the Damköhler maps were

Fig. 5. Modeled and experimental chromatograms. (A) Chromatograms correspond-
Apr) Aprotinin, (R) Ribonuclease A, (CA) Carbonic Anhydrase, (O) Ovalbumin, (C)
onalbumin, (Ald) Aldolase, (Ferr) Ferritin.

f the model, to predict the separation, was evaluated by compar-
ng the modeled and experimental chromatogram of a set of protein
tandards. Fig. 5A and B presents this comparison, for the Sephacryl
100 16/600 and the Superdex 75 10/300, respectively. The mod-
led chromatograms were calculated with Eqs. (1)–(4b), omitting
he source terms. The data in Fig. 5 show that the model is well capa-
le to describe the separation behavior using the properties of the
olumn material (e.g., dp, dpore), the column (e.g., Lc, Dc), the packing
i.e., εb, εt), the solutes (i.e., MW, Df, etc.) and the operational vari-
bles (i.e., flow rate, injection volume, feed concentration). Having
hown that the model can describe the contribution of the separa-
ion to the SEC chromatogram, opens the possibility to assess the

ontribution of the reaction to the SEC refolding chromatogram,
sing the column model (Eqs. (1)–(4)) together with a selected
eaction mechanism (Section 2.5).
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737

4.3. Systematic analysis of the reaction mechanisms

The systematic analysis was done to evaluate the effect that the
competition between convection, refolding and aggregation, has
on the SEC refolding chromatogram and the refolding yield. Since
this competition is also dependent on the reaction mechanism,
the analysis was conducted for the three mechanisms presented
in Section 2.5, exemplifying this dependency. The effect on the SEC
refolding chromatogram was studied with the aid of a Damköh-
ler map. This map was built for each reaction mechanism using
the Damköhler numbers for folding (DaI) and aggregation (DaII),
presented in Table 5. The maps were built such that the rate of
folding increases from left to right, whilst the rate of aggregation
increases from top to bottom. To assess the competition between
folding and aggregation Eq. (17) is used, in conjunction with the
Damköhler map. This equation relates the characteristic times of
ing to the Sephacryl S100 16/600. (B) Chromatograms corresponding to the Superdex
75 10/300. Protein standards: C: Conabumin, O: Ovalbumin, CA: Carbonic Anhy-
drase, R: Ribonuclease A, Apr: Aprotinin.
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ig. 6. Damköhler map for mechanism 1. Solid-line: total protein, dots (·): native p
ave y-axis C/Cmax, and x-axis volume (ml).  (Eq. (17)) increases from left to right

btained by numerical simulations using the settings described in
ection 3.7 and Eqs. (1)–(4), (9a)–(9c), (10a)–(10c), and (11a)–(11c).
he molecular weight of the aggregates (e.g., dimer, trimer) was
btained using, as basis of calculation, the molecular weight of the
onomer model protein (i.e., lysozyme 14 700 g/mol). The hydro-

ynamic radius and distribution coefficient, of each component
ontemplated in a given mechanism, were estimated with Eqs. (8)
nd (7), respectively.

= DaI

DaII
= �Agg

�fold
(17)

Fig. 6 shows the Damköhler map for mechanism 1. The sim-
lations were carried out using an aggregation number (n) equal
o 3 and an aggregation order (p) equal to 3 [11]. It is evident
rom the simulated chromatograms, presented in Fig. 6, that the
eparation between the aggregate class 3 (A3) and the monomers
native and misfolded) is likely to occur during SEC refolding of
ysozyme, using a Sephacryl S100 gel filtration material. This result
s in line with experimental SEC refolding data of lysozyme, as
resented by Batas et al. [26]. Their experiments showed the pres-
nce of a single aggregated peak and a single monomer peak,
fter SEC refolding of denatured lysozyme. These results are clearly
aptured by mechanism 1, which assumes the aggregates as a
ingle component, either A3 or A2 according to the aggregation
umber. This comparison is pertinent because it exemplifies the
sefulness of the Damköhler map, which provides information (the
imulated chromatograms) that can be directly compared to exper-
mental data, aiding the decision of whether a given mechanism

s suitable or not. Figs. 7 and 8 present the Damköhler map for

echanisms 2 and 3, respectively. It is important to reiterate that
he major difference between the mechanisms (i.e., 1, 2, and 3) is
rimarily the representation of protein aggregation. That is higher-
rder for mechanism 1, chain polymerization for mechanism 2,
(N), dash-line: intermediate (I), (�): aggregate class 3 (A3), i.e. trimer. The insets
om bottom to top. Simulations done with Eqs. (1)–(4) and Eqs. (9a)–(9c).

and cluster–cluster polymerization for mechanism 3. The Damköh-
ler maps of both the chain polymerization and the cluster–cluster
polymerization display two aggregate peaks (Figs. 7 and 8), cor-
responding to an aggregate class 2 (A2) and 3 (A3), which are
formed as a result of monomer–monomer and monomer–multimer
interactions, accounted by mechanisms 2 and 3. This trait opens
the possibility to use these mechanisms for the analysis of SEC
refolding data displaying unresolved chromatograms or multi-
ple peaks associated with aggregates. It is relevant to point out
that as the aggregation rate of mechanism 3 increases, the mass
of the aggregates formed (i.e., A2, A3) decreases (Fig. 8). This is
because protein aggregation in this mechanism proceeds not only
by monomer–multimer and monomer–monomer interactions, but
also by multimer–multimer interactions. Thus, as the mass of
aggregate class 2 (A2) and 3 (A3) decreases, the mass of higher order
aggregates (e.g. A4, A5) increases (data not shown).

The effect of the competition between folding and aggregation
( , Eq. (17)) on the refolding yield (YN) is presented in Fig. 9, for
the three reaction mechanisms considered. The simulations show,
that the SEC refolding yield (YN) increases as  increases. This is
because as increases, so does the �Agg/�fold ratio, which translates
in a faster folding rate and a slow aggregation rate. It is impor-
tant to notice that the increase on the refolding yield is sharper for
mechanism 1, than for either mechanism 2 or 3 that follow prac-
tically equal trends (Fig. 9). The sharp increase for mechanism 1 is
explained by the not so aggressive aggregation. Meaning, that the
intermediate (I) is only consumed by one reaction on the aggrega-
tion pathway, which is not the case for either mechanism 2 or 3

(Fig. 9). For these mechanisms, the intermediate (I) is consumed by
multiple reactions in the aggregation pathway, resulting in a rela-
tively higher mass flow committed to the formation of aggregates,
adversely affecting the refolding yield. The fact that the change in
refolding yield follows practically the same trend for both mech-
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Fig. 7. Damköhler diagram for mechanism 2. Solid-line: total protein, dash-line: intermediate (I), dots (·): native (N), (�): aggregate class 2, i.e. dimer (A2), (�): aggregate
class 3, i.e. trimer (A3). The insets have y-axis C/Cmax, and x-axis volume (ml).  (Eq. (17)) increases from left to right and from bottom to top. Simulations done with Eqs.
(1)–(4) and Eqs. (10a)–(10e).

Fig. 8. Damköhler map for mechanism 3. Solid-line: total protein. Dots (·): native protein (N), dash-line: intermediate (I), (�): aggregate class 2, i.e. dimer (A2), (�): aggregate
class 3, i.e. trimer (A3). The insets have y-axis C/Cmax, and x-axis volume (ml).  (Eq. (17)) increases from left to right and from bottom to top. Simulations done with Eqs.
(1)–(4) and Eqs. (11a)–(11c).
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ig. 9. Effect of the competition between folding and aggregation ( ) on the SEC
efolding yield (YN).

nisms 2 and 3, shows that the multimer–multimer interactions
ccounted by mechanism 3 only, do not affect the rate of folding,
s they do not consume the intermediate (I).

So far the discussion has revolved around the competition
etween folding and aggregation ( ) and its effect on the refold-

ng yield, but what about the role of convection? To answer this
uestion the data presented in Table 6 is used. Table 6 presents
hose situations were equal values of  are obtained for different
ombinations of DaI and DaII. The data show, that changes in the
EC refolding yield are expected for equal values of  , mainly as
consequence of the competition between (1) convection (�conv)

nd folding (�fold), and (2) convection and aggregation (�Agg), rather
han the competition between folding and aggregation ( ) alone,
s this is constant for the same value of  . Moreover, the data
lso shows that the magnitude of the change in refolding yield
ill depend on the type of aggregation mechanism followed by

he protein (Table 6). It is important to point out though, from the
ata in Table 6, that (1) the lowest refolding yield is expected when
fold > �conv > �Agg, as in this situation folding is the slowest pro-
ess; (2) a significant increase in refolding yield is predicted when
conv > �fold > �Agg or �fold = �conv = �Agg, and (3) the highest refold-
ng yield is expected when �conv > �Agg > �fold, as in this situation
olding is the fastest process.
Overall, from the previous analysis (characteristic time analysis)
t can be concluded that changing the residence time (�conv = LC/u),
ither by varying the velocity or the bed height, will result in a
hange in the SEC refolding yield. And whether this change is posi-

able 6
ffect of the competition between convection, folding and aggregation on the SEC refoldi

DaII DaI  = DaI/DaII Mechanism 1 YN M

10 0.1 0.01 0.07 0
100 1 0.18 0

1 0.1 0.1 0.14 0
10 1 0.41 0

100 10 0.42 0
100 50 0.5 0.70 0
200 100 0.77 0

1 1 1 0.72 0
10 10 0.76 0
50 50 0.79 0

100 100 0.85 0
1 10 10 0.96 0

10 100 0.98 0
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737 7733

tive or adverse depends on how the residence time compares with
the characteristic times of folding and aggregation. Experimen-
tal evidence showing the correlation between residence time and
the SEC refolding yield of lysozyme [55], supports the conclusions
derived from the data in Table 6. The fact that the experimental
observations corroborate the theoretical ones, demonstrates the
usefulness of the characteristic time analysis. This analysis pro-
vides information that can be directly compared to experimental
data and that primarily serves to study the effect of the residence
time on the SEC refolding yield.

In summary, the systematic analysis, composed of the Damköh-
ler map and the characteristic time analysis, yields information on
two levels: (1) simulated SEC refolding chromatograms, in the form
of Damköhler maps (Figs. 6–8), provide information about the effect
that a given reaction mechanism (e.g., mechanisms 1, 2 and 3) has
of the peak shape, mass distribution, and resolution of the differ-
ent components; and (2) the characteristic time analysis provides
information about the effect that the competition between con-
vection �conv, folding �fold and aggregation �Agg, has on the SEC
refolding yield (Fig. 9 and Table 6). Together these two information
streams comprise the foundations of the ‘Systematic analysis’ pre-
sented in Fig. 3, and they are use to select the suitable mechanism
that captures best the behavior of the SEC refolding data.

4.4. Application of the rational strategy: fusion protein case

Until this point, it has been clearly shown what the rational
strategy to determine a suitable reaction mechanism is all about, in
terms of the information offered and how this information can be
directly compared to SEC refolding experimental data. The ques-
tion now is how can this strategy be applied to a practical case? To
answer this question SEC refolding data of the model protein (i.e.,
fusion protein) was used to determine, using the rational strategy
(Fig. 3), a suitable reaction mechanism that describes the experi-
mental SEC refolding data best.

Fig. 11A presents a typical chromatogram from the on-column
refolding experiments showing three distinct peaks. These peaks
are the result of the reaction(s) happening concurrently with the
separation during the SEC refolding experiment. The three peaks
were collected, analyzed by BCA to determine the total protein
concentration and by RPHPLC to determine the concentration of
native protein (i.e., fusion protein). Peak 1 (Ve ∼35.40 ml) and 2 (Ve

∼47.34 ml) are constituted by high molecular weight aggregates,
and peak 3 (Ve ∼55.40 ml) contains monomers, native and non-
native protein. The mass of non-native protein was estimated by
Before any simulations could be performed, or any kinetic
information could be derived, a reaction mechanism needed to
be selected. This selection process is done during the phases
‘Data processing’ and ‘Systematic analysis’ (Fig. 3), with the aid

ng yield.

echanism 2 YN Mechanism 3 YN Competition

.03 0.03 �fold > �conv > �Agg

.03 0.04 �conv > �Agg ∧ �conv = �fold

.11 0.11 �fold > �conv ∧ �conv = �Agg

.22 0.22 �conv > �Agg ∧ �conv = �fold

.20 0.21 �conv > �fold > �Agg

.53 0.53 �conv > �fold > �Agg

.58 0.58 �conv > �fold > �Agg

.65 0.65 �conv = �Agg = �fold

.64 0.64 �conv > �Agg ∧ �Agg = �fold

.67 0.67 �conv > �Agg ∧ �Agg = �fold

.71 0.71 �conv > �Agg ∧ �Agg = �fold

.94 0.94 �conv > �fold ∧ �conv = �Agg

.96 0.96 �conv > �Agg > �fold
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of the concentration of denatured and reduced protein (Cf,D&R). This
concentration corresponds, in the case of the batch reactor, to the
total protein concentration attained right after the dilution of the
concentrated denatured and reduced protein solution, with refold-
ig. 10. Mechanism describing the competition between folding, misfolding and
ggregation, during SEC refolding of the model fusion protein. U: unfolded protein,
: intermediate, M: misfolded protein, N: native protein, A2: aggregate class 2, A3:
ggregate class 3. k1, k2, k3, and k4 are the reaction kinetic constants.

f the information extracted from the experimental SEC refolding
ata (Fig. 11A). From the SEC experimental data the following
bservations were made: (1) the presence of two peaks (i.e., peaks
and 2) carrying high molecular weight aggregates indicated that,

epresenting protein aggregation as a higher-order reaction was
ot applicable to the presented case, as this representation cap-
ures aggregation as a single component, leaving thus as suitable
ptions either the chain-polymerization or the cluster–cluster
olymerization. The cluster–cluster polymerization was ruled-out
ince substantial aggregation was not observed and the chain-
olymerization is sufficient to capture the aggregation displayed
y the model protein; and (2) the mass of monomers in peak 3
ontains native and non-native protein, hence the mechanism
hould be able to account for the formation of the misfolded
aterial (i.e. non-native protein). Taking these observations into

ccount, lead to the creation of the mechanism presented in
ig. 10. This mechanism has the following features (1) the mass
ow committed to the formation of aggregated protein is captured
y the chain polymerization mechanism, representing the mass
ommitted to peaks 1 and 2 by an aggregate class size 2 (A2) and 3
A3), respectively; and (2) the mass flow committed to the forma-
ion of native (N) and misfolded protein (M) is represented by two
rreversible reactions. The kinetic parameters of the mechanism

ere determined using a constrained non-linear optimization
lgorithm (Section 3.9), during the ‘Systematic analysis’ phase of
he rational strategy (Fig. 3). Fig. 11A presents the modeled and the
xperimental SEC refolding chromatograms. The data shows that
he experimental SEC refolding chromatogram is well represented
y the SEC reaction model with k1 = 1.03 × 10−4 ± 9.7 × 10−5 s−1,
2 = 0.08 ± 8 × 10−3 s−1, k3 = 1.69 ± 8.2 × 10−2 l mmol−1 s−1 and
4 = 2.42 ± 0.19 l mmol−1 s−1. These set of kinetic parameters
omplete the refolding yield function describing the SEC refolding
eactor (‘Output phase’ Fig. 3). The yield function is the equation
hat links the operational variables of the size-exclusion refolding
eactor with the refolding yield. In other words, this equation
inks the separation to the refolding yield. Fig. 11B presents the
omparison between the predicted and the experimental refolding
ield as a function of the concentration of denatured and reduced
rotein fed (Cf,D&R). The data shows that the SEC refolding model
aptures well the trend displayed by the experimental data, as
he model predicts the decrease of the refolding yield as Cf,D&R
ncreases. However, the model prediction is not 100% accurate,

hich may plausibly be explained by the effect that the change in
hemical composition has on the kinetic constants, not accounted
or in the presented model. The change in chemical composition
s caused, during SEC refolding, by the separation of the protein
oncentration wave from the concentration waves of DTT and

rea. This hypothesis is supported by observations obtained from
enaturation–renaturation studies [8,56] and from refolding
tudies [11,12], as these have shown the dependency of the
inetic constants on the concentration of urea and DTT. Including
uch dependency into the SEC reaction model is not difficult, the
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737

challenge lies in determining (1) the appropriate relations that
capture the effect of the transient chemical composition on the
kinetics and (2) those reactions, within the competitive reaction
scheme, that are being affected.

4.5. Theoretical comparison between batch dilution refolding and
SEC refolding: effect of the reactor type

Having develop a modeling tool, capable of describing a size
exclusion refolding reactor (SECR) raised the following question,
how does the theoretical (modeled) refolding yield of the SECR
compares to the refolding yield of a batch refolding reactor, if for
both reactors the same reaction scheme holds? To answer this ques-
tion the refolding yield of both reactors was estimated as a function
Fig. 11. Application of the model based strategy. (A) Experimental and modeled SEC
refolding chromatograms. The simulated SEC refolding chromatogram was obtained
with Eqs. (1)–(4b) and the reaction mechanism presented in Fig. 10. (B) Experimental
and predicted SEC refolding yield (YN). The modeled SEC refolding yield was obtained
using Eqs. (1)–(4b) and the reaction mechanism presented in Fig. 10.
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eled and the experimental data. The model predicts a difference in
refolding yield between the two reactors (for a given Cf,D&R) higher
than the one exhibit by the experimental data [55]. This discrepancy
may plausibly be explained by the effect that the change in chemi-
ig. 12. Contour plots for the refolding yield (YN) of mechanism 1, as a function of
f,D&R and the kinetic competition between aggregation and folding (k3/k2 or kas/k2).
A) Batch refolding reactor. (B) Size-exclusion refolding reactor. The contour lines
epresent the refolding yield.

ng buffer. In the case of the SECR, this concentration corresponds
o the total protein concentration fed to the size-exclusion column.
he simulations were done using lysozyme as the model protein,
Cf,D&R ranging from 0.01 to 10 mg ml−1 and the kinetic compe-

ition between aggregation and folding, represented by the ratio
f their kinetic constants (k3/k2 or kas/k2). The SECR was modeled
sing Sephacryl S100 1.6/60 column, operating at 1mlmin−1 and
n injection volume of 1 ml.

Figs. 12 and 13 present the refolding yield contour plots as a
unction of Cf,D&R and the kinetic competition between aggrega-
ion and folding, for mechanisms 1 and 2, respectively. The contour
ines represent the expected refolding yield. Mechanism 3 was not
ncluded in this analysis because its refolding yield follows the same
rend as the one displayed by mechanism 2. Figs. 12 and 13(A and B)
resent the simulation results belonging to the batch reactor and
he SECR, respectively. From the figures, it is evident that the SECR
s expected to perform better than the batch reactor. This claim

s supported by the relatively high refolding yields expected for
he SECR, operating at relative high Cf,D&R and facing relative unfa-
orable kinetic scenarios (high k3/k2 or kas/k2 ratio). Accordingly
ased on these observations, it can be concluded that the advan-
age of the SECR comes from primarily two things (1) the relatively
A 1217 (2010) 7723–7737 7735

low local protein concentration, which primarily slows down the
aggregation rates and (2) the reduction of the multimer–monomer
interactions as a result of their separation, own to their differences
in distribution coefficients, which decreases the rate of aggregation.
In a nut-shell, the expected differences in refolding yield between
the two reactors boil down to a difference in the aggregation rates,
which are relatively high for the batch reactor compared to the
SECR.

The previous conclusions, based on sound mechanistic model-
ing, are now compared to actual experimental data. Experimental
evidence, comparing the refolding yield of lysozyme refolded by
batch dilution and size-exclusion [55], confirm the model predic-
tions, as the data also shows that the SEC refolding reactor gives
a higher refolding yield compared to the batch reactor as Cf,D&R
increases. Although, the experimental evidence corroborates the
model predictions, there is still a discrepancy between the mod-
Fig. 13. Contour plots for the refolding yield (YN) of mechanism 2, as a function of
Cf,D&R and the kinetic competition between aggregation and folding (k3/k2 or kas/k2).
(A) Batch refolding reactor. (B) Size-exclusion refolding reactor. The contour lines
represent the refolding yield.
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al composition has on the refolding and aggregation kinetics. This
laim is supported by the following (1) both, Cf,D&R and the chemi-
al composition have been shown to be contributors to the changes
n refolding yield [11,12], and (2) the model accounts only for the
ffect of the former (i.e., Cf,D&R) but not of the latter. Accordingly, it
an be concluded that accounting only for the contribution Cf,D&R
lone, represented by the effect it has on the reaction rates, is nec-
ssary but not sufficient to completely explain the variation of the
EC refolding yield. Therefore, the effect that the change in chem-
cal composition has, specially the change in the concentrations of
rea and DTT, on the refolding kinetics, should be incorporated in
he future modeling efforts.

. Further discussion

The presented methodology has been build to deal with an
nverse problem, meaning that it starts from the SEC chromatogram
btained after on-column refolding, and goes back, using a math-
matical representation of the SEC refolding reactor, to infer a
lausible competitive reaction scheme. As shown in the text, this
pproach gives an estimate of the kinetic mechanism and its param-
ters. Using SEC refolding data offers an advantage over using batch
efolding data alone. This advantage lies on the SEC refolding chro-
atogram, as this provides information about the mass distribution

owards aggregates and monomers after refolding. As shown, this
nformation, combined with mass balances and activity measure-

ents, aids in deciding the number of species a given mechanism
hould account for. This sort of rational cannot be done only with
he transient concentration profile of the native protein, which is
he type of data commonly derived from batch refolding studies.

Deriving SEC refolding data only with a size-exclusion column
nd a UV detector is straightforward; however it suffers from an
nherent limitation. This limitation is connected to the fact that the
lution volume of a solute in size-exclusion chromatography not
nly depends on its molecular mass but also on its shape (e.g., coil,
od, sphere, etc.). In the presented work this shortcoming was over-
ome by either one of the following alternatives: (1) assuming a
pherical shape (Eq. (8)) in order to estimate the solute dimensions
nd thereafter its distribution coefficient (Eq. (7)), and (2) Deter-
ine the distribution coefficient from the measured elution volume

Eq. (15)), as this quantity contains the contribution of shape and
ize. Considering the previous discussion, it becomes evident that
he presented methodology will benefit from the use of an absolute
ize-exclusion (ASEC) experimental set-up [57]. Such experimental
et-up consist of a size-exclusion, a UV-detector, a refractive index
RI) detector and a dynamic light scattering (DLS) detector. ASEC
llows the direct measurement of protein size and shape [58,59],
hat can be directly put into the presented methodology and mod-
ling tool, increasing its capability to tease out information from
he SEC refolding data. This is the next step on the development
f a more robust modeling based strategy to study size-exclusion
rotein refolding.

. Conclusions

The work presented in this paper describes a novel methodol-
gy to select a suitable reaction scheme, describing the competition
etween refolding and aggregation, using SEC refolding data. The
ethodology supported by a library of reaction mechanisms and
modeling tool describing the size-exclusion refolding reactor,

as successfully applied to the analysis of SEC refolding data of

n industrially relevant protein. This work further achieved: (1)
he development of a modeling tool to describe a size-exclusion
efolding reactor, based on mechanistic relationships including:
ass transport, mass transfer, and reaction kinetics (i.e. rate law

[
[
[
[
[
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and mass action formalisms), linking the separation to the refolding
yield (YN); (2) the development of a library of reaction mecha-
nisms including the classical first-order folding competing against
a higher-order aggregation, as well as more elegant mechanisms
representing protein aggregation by chain polymerization and by
cluster–cluster polymerization; (3) an assessment of the effect that
the competition between folding (�fold), aggregation (�Agg) and
convection (�conv) has on the SEC refolding chromatogram and the
refolding yield, using a characteristic time analysis. From this analy-
sis became evident that the residence time affects the SEC refolding
yield, however whether this effect is positive or adverse depends
on how the residence time compares to the characteristic times of
folding and aggregation; (4) a comparison, based on mechanistic
modeling, of the conventional batch dilution refolding and the SEC
refolding leading to the following conclusion. Compared to batch
dilution refolding, SEC refolding is expected to give a higher refold-
ing yield as Cf,D&R increases owing to (1) a relative low local protein
concentration, which primarily slows down the aggregation rates
and (2) the mitigation of monomer–multimer interactions. Com-
parison with literature data confirmed these claims and further
show that the modeling tool captures the trend of the SEC refolding
yield well, based solely on the effect that Cf,D&R has on the reaction
rates. Furthermore, it also made evident that the model predictions
are highly likely to improve if the effect of the dynamic change
in chemical composition on the reaction kinetics is accounted for.
This, however falls beyond the scope of the presented work and is
left for future work.
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